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Nederlander Concerts sincerely appreciates entertaining you at the Greek Theatre for the last 40
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Nederlander Concerts sincerely appreciates entertaining you at the Greek Theatre for the last 40
years. Please visit us at Mystery Science Theater 3000 (MST3K) is a series showcasing some of
the most mockable films ever made. Over the course of two hours, a man and two robots. Delphi
(/ ˈ d ɛ l f aɪ / or / ˈ d ɛ l f i /; Greek: Δελφοί, ) is famous as the ancient sanctuary that grew rich as
the seat of Pythia, the oracle consulted.
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The ancient Greeks built open-air theatres where the public could watch the performances of
Greek comedy, tragedy, and satyr plays. They then exported the . Greek Theatre and its origin
from Ancient Greece in the forms of Tragedy, Comedy and Satyr.
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